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US Growth – Reflation Rebound
• The latest US stimulus package amounting to 1.9 trillion will likely be enacted to a large degree. With this most recent
mammoth shot, cumulative US fiscal stimulus will stand at a historically high 25 % of GDP.

• Advance annualized real GDP growth rates were 33.4 % in Q3 and 4.0 % in Q4 of 2020. Q2 is looking decidedly better. Biden
administration will deploy almost half of the total stimulus after the US economy has already strongly rebounded.
• During the Obama administration, Biden helped facilitate the stimulus package following the financial crisis. In retrospect,
economists find the package too little, too late. Hence, Biden is resolute in overshooting in a manner potentially breathtaking .
• The stimulus is unparalleled compared to both previous US stimulus episodes as well as stimulus by most other OECD countries
since the beginning of the pandemic.
• Hence growth divergence - upmove to be sustained in US equities, credit and curve steepening driven by US 10 year yield.
• The dollar has shifted to reflecting relative US macro strength and not market sentiment.

US Yields –Further Upside
• U.S. Treasury yields rose to the highest since February 2020 and are at
risk of climbing further, as investors start to factor in the full economic
impact of a stimulus plan totaling as much as $1.9 trillion.
• Inflation worries and the retail sales data helped push the yield on the
benchmark 10-year Treasury note to its highest level in nearly a year.
• FOMC Minutes released meeting may have helped limit the general rise
in yields, with indications that it would remain committed to their
massive asset purchase program for “some time.”
• The upmove in 10-year yields was met by widening swap spreads -- as
volatility hedging and hedging of mortgage-related positions appeared
to be magnifying the Treasuries selloff.
• Hedging of mortgage bonds, often known as convexity hedging, could
materialize if 10-year Treasury yields continue to rise past 1.35%,

Tale of Two volatilities
• The ICE BofA MOVE Index, a measure of implied
volatility in the Treasury market is highly correlated to
the Equity volatility
• Fed ‘s ability to becalm U.S. sovereign bond yields has
been providing a bedrock for elevated equity valuations
in the Pandamic era in the absence of conviction over
Continued growth

• As the MOVE goes higher , the equity volatility is set to
increase if there is no confidence in the economy’s
ability to grow not withstanding higher Treasury yields

US Consumption – Will it last ?
• US retail sales unexpectedly surged 5.3% m/m in January, with total retail sales now 7.8% above the pre-pandemic levels of last February.
The strength reflects a continued trend of strong growth in goods consumption more than offsetting weakness in hospitality
• Consumers have also surprised in their ability to substitute away from spending on restaurants to higher physical goods consumption.
• This has likely been spurred by aggressive fiscal support, including two rounds of stimulus checks totalling $1800 per person (distributed to
all but the highest earners), as well as generous top-ups to unemployment benefits that meant up to 40% of workers had been financially
better off than when they were employed.
• There is a significant variation in how much goods consumption represents ‘catch up’ from the shortfalls at the beginning of the pandemic,
and how much of it represents ‘bringing forward’ demand from the future.
• Looking ahead, consumption will remain supported by a fall in the elevated savings rate – which, at 13.7% in Q4, is the highest level since

the mid-1970s – as well as further massive fiscal support package currently being debated in Congress

Eurozone : Recovery and not Reflation
• The beginning of the new year was far from perfect for the Eurozone economy. Rising COVID-19 infection rates resulted in continued, new,
or tightened lockdowns since autumn, sending the economy into recession in the last quarter of 2020. The new lockdowns are li kely to
last—in varying degrees—for most of the first quarter of this year. Thus, healing of the Eurozone economy will take more time COVID-19
health crisis will continue to dominate the Eurozone economy in 2021. The recovery is interrupted, but not terminated .
•

The vaccination rate of the continental European countries substantially lags that of US and UK .Further delays in vaccination campaigns

would be a serious drag for the recovery. Even worse would be the emergence of vaccine-resistant strains. On the positive side, however,
assuming a smooth progression of vaccinations, an accelerating consumption boom is a plausible scenario.
•

Hence it is most likely that there is likely to be a strong upswing in the second half of 2021, Nevertheless – unlike in US – the boost from
fiscal policy will be moderate and spare capacity and labour market slack will remain large. However ,inflation will temporarily jump
higher in 2021 .Monetary policy however is set to stay accommodative throughout 2021 and core government bond yields should remain
anchored close to the deposit rate. Government debt will rise to unprecedentedly high levels . Besides , the key negative is the current

discussion on debt cancellation and the implications thereof.

ZEW signals Recovery
• Germany’s ZEW economic expectations indictor rose by more than 9 point to
71.2 in February. The index measures the expectations of market analysts
and economists about economic conditions in Germany during the next six

months (balance of ‘improve’ minus ‘deteriorate’).
• At its current level sentiment is not far below its record high level of close to
80, which is consistent with sharply accelerating GDP growth during the next
two quarters. However, this acceleration in growth is expected to follow upon
another contraction in GDP during the current quarter.
•

Indeed, the other element of the survey, the current conditions index
(balance of ‘good’ and ‘bad’) declined further in February (by almost one
point, to -67.2). This current conditions indicator now is well below its longterm average value and consistent with falling levels of GDP, although less
severe than during the first wave of the pandemic in 2020H1,

US –China : Innovation race
• China’s ambitions are the continuation of a successful strategy initiated decades ago that saw it emerge as the world’s facto ry for consumer
electronics goods in the 2000s. After joining the WTO in 2001, China generated a cumulated USD 3.7 trillions of trade surpl us from

computers, televisions sets and telephones over the next two decades.
• Chinese brands then emerged in the 2010s as strong challengers to well-established US, South Korean and Japanese consumer electronics

brands, featuring prominently across all major product markets. More than 60% of the 1.3bn smartphones sold in the world in 2020 were
designed and marketed by China-based companies.
• Now Semi conductors has emerged as the area of focus for China as the impact that semiconductors are having on world development
exceeds that of the Industrial Revolution. Hence Semiconductors have been identified as a priority for country’s Dual Circulation strategy
• For decades, the U.S. has been a leader in the semiconductor industry, controlling 48 % (or $193 billion) of the market share in terms of
revenue as of 2020. Drawing on the Made in China 2025 plan introduced in 2015, the country’s 15th five-year plan (2021-2026), due to be
presented in March, will seek to accelerate its transformation into a major high-tech manufacturing hub.
• Hence, Semiconductors at the heart of U.S.-China strategic and technological competition and the current state of Geo politics is shaped
by the innovation race between US and China in this sector. No respite from US- China standoff for years

Inflation: Known Known
• While inflation of some kind – be it transitory or more lasting in duration – has been a high probability scenario for awhile, the
market is finally starting to see it clearly in the economic data . New York Fed’s Empire State survey, economy -wide producer price
data, and price data from the Markit PMIs showed sharply higher inflation.
• Empire State manufacturing survey recorded a 10-year high in Prices Paid and a 9-year high in Prices Received.
• Core producer prices (prices ex food, energy, and trade), recorded a 2% year-over-year gain, which was fully double the estimates.
• Markit Services Input Price series went parabolic in February, recording the highest reading ever, by a long shot. The Output Price

series also went up, but not as much as input prices. The difference between input prices and output prices implies margin
contraction for services companies. This level of margin compression can not be sustained and thus expect output prices for
services to rise handily in the months ahead.
• With these data all moving in upward direction , Fed’s preferred measure of inflation – (PCE) – catches up. The PCE is often the last
inflation statistic to move, If history is a guide, the level of service company input prices suggests core PCE reading above 2% within
the next two months.

EM Inflation
• Thumb rule is that higher Core inflation in US is the key
determinant of EM inflation
• Most of the variation in inflation among emerging economies
over the past decades is accounted for by external shocks.
• More than half of the variation in core inflation rates among
EMs is due to global core price shocks, compared with oneeighth in advanced economies.
• Global food and energy price shocks account for 13 % of core
inflation variation in EMs—half more than in advanced
economies .
• This points to challenges in anchoring domestic inflation
expectations, which have been most evident among EMs with
floating exchange rates, especially in cases where central bank
independence has been weak.

EM Food Inflation
• Developed economies generally see food inflation as transitory.
• But in developing nations, persistent food price rises in the run
up to the 2008 financial crisis lifted core inflation, prompting
years of interest rate hikes.
• Food is the single largest element of inflation baskets in many
emerging markets, accounting for around half compared to less
than 10% in US.
• The unwelcome return of food price pressures has put
investors on high alert, worried what it means for inflation

more broadly while economies are still reeling from the
coronavirus crisis
• But EM central banks may be tempted to let inflation rise
whereas they would keep monetary conditions loose

Oil Shock ?
• Since Feb 5, the price of WTI crude oil has surged nearly 25%
and that of Brent oil by over 22%.

• Optimism over a sizeable Fiscal package relief in US and the
recent Arctic blast in the US were the primary drivers . With a
spate of other bullish fundamentals supporting the market,
prices are likely to remain elevated for now.
• The supply side was unlikely to catch up with the robust
demand, and this was likely to tighten the market further in
the next few months.
•

Moreso, the oil imports by China, the biggest importer of the
commodity, surged 32% in the month of January 2021

Nifty : Softer Bias
•

Equity markets resumed their upward momentum in the early last week
on the back of global optimism. The upward move continued on to clock
fresh record high of 15431.75.

•

However, at higher levels, there was selling pressure which extended as
the week progressed. In this process, the Nifty eventually sneaked below
the psychological mark of 15000 on Friday to snap the weekly winning
streak.

• The overall sentiment remained weak mainly because of the firmer US
yields and inflationary apprehensions
• In the run up to the February derivatives expiry, some short covering in
fast moving consumer goods and information technology stocks, which
have seen continued decline in the current series, can be seen
• Range of 14570 15040 next week can be expected

India- Data flow
• January’s trade deficit came in at USD 14.5 bio in line with expectations. Trade numbers have been

sequentially flattish, with exports at USD 27.4 bn (vs USD 27.1 bn in Dec) and imports at USD 42 bn (vs USD
42.6 bn in Dec). Non-Oil Non Gold imports has also remained flat at USD 28.5 bn, validating hypothesis that
catch up in demand is fairly complete in the immediate term.
• Headline CPI for the month of January came in at 4.06% (consensus: 4.45%), as food inflation eased

considerably. Rural inflation has eased to 3.2% (vs 4.1% in December) while urban inflation remains relatively
sticky at 5.1% (vs 5.2% in December).
• IIP has surprised positively growing by 1% (consensus: -0.2%), owing to manufacturing moving back to
expansion, albeit aided by low base.
• Govt has sought formal opinion from RBI on medium-term inflation target, setting the ball rolling for the
review of the target for the next five years.

Bond Markets : Blue sky ?
• India’s 10-year bond yield rose nearly 17 bps last week and settled at its highest closing level since Aug 28.
• RBI’s reluctance to announce concrete steps to support the bond market could exacerbate a selloff triggered by the government’s pla n to
sell Rs.12 trillion of bonds in the next fiscal year starting April, which comes after a record Rs.13.9 trillion of issuance this year.
• Bond yields sofar stayed anchored mainly due to RBI’s support measures including injection of 2.7 trillion rupees through open-market
bond purchases and Operation Twists. Of late, RBI has been reactive, doing passive yield curve control with specific actions implicitly
targeting the 10y benchmark.
•

Given that there is an enormous borrowing programme combined with the market’s reduced absorption capacity, there should have been
more forceful upfront intervention. In the absence of that ,the bond yields have been moving higher.

• The policy normalization is another risk in the horizon but that would be a function of confidence in a self-sustaining recovery in economic
growth. As the same looks less likely , the policy normalization may not happen despite probability of Inflation .Hence the long term yields
likely to drift higher towards 6.75 % although the systemic liquidity is set to stay at the current levels

